
These words are STICKY!  SPLAT the STICKY sounds! 
Write each word from the word bank in a set of boxes.  SPLAT the letter or letters that do not sound as they should 
by coloring them yellow, like sticky honey. 

Word Bank

what may away eight 

Read  the  words  that  follow  the  same  rule.  Color  the  “ay”  and  the  “eigh”  that  say  
/A/  in  each  word.   

say sleigh day play 

clay tray weigh freight 
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Circle the number word based on picture.  Be careful, because 
the order of the words changes. 

Circle the Number 1-10 

ten three 
seven four 
nine five 

six eight 
one two 
four nine 

three nine 
eight four 
six ten 

one eight 
two seven 
ten three 

six four 
one five 

seven ten 

seven five 
nine two 

three eight 

three six 
five one 
two seven 

nine seven 
six eight 

three four 

eight five 
four seven 
nine ten 
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Find and color the sound (with the correct spelling). 

sound spelling 
/E/  (long e) ee 

Cat’s  List 

      Cat  is  at  Chimp’s  ranch  to  help  take  care  of  the  sheep.  

Chimp  hands  Cat  a  list  of  the  tasks  that  need  to  be  complete  

to  help  the  sheep.  Cat  will  need  to  feed  the  sheep,  let  them  

free  to  run  on  the  green  grass,  and  sweep  up  the  shed  that  

the  sheep  sleep  in.  Cat  must  keep  the  sheep  safe  from  the  fox 

that  creeps  in  the  land,  too.  Cat  needs  to  keep  on  her  toes  as  

the  fox  cannot  be  seen  when  he  creeps  in  the  trees.   

      Cat  can  see  that  this  will  be  a  big  job.   The  job  seems  too 

difficult.  Just  as  Cat  feels  hopeless,  she  sees  Dog  and  Cub  

drive  up!  With  three  pals,  this  job  will  be  stress-free!   

Circle each task on the list.   
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Read the sentences about the silly 
house rules below.  Answer the questions 
based on the silly house rules below.  
Circle the word “what” and underline 
the word “may.” 

what may 

  Silly   House  Rules  

You  may  hop  on  the  bed,  but  you  must  not  take  a  nap. 

You  must  not  munch  on  grub  that  is  good  for  you.  You  may  just  have 
cake. 

You  may  put  socks  on  your  hands  and  mittens  on  your  feet. 

You  may  sleep  in  the  kitchen,  but  you  must  not  bake  in  the  kitchen. 

You  must  not  put  your  games  away,  but  you  may  make  a  big  mess. 

What  can  you  munch  on ? 

What  can  you  do  on  the  bed ? 

What  must  you  not  put  away ? 

What  can  you  put  on  your  hands ? 

What  can  you  do  in  the  kitchen ? 

Challenge:
Can you write your 
own rules for a 
Silly House?
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